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An important class of problems in arithmetic complexity is that of computing a set of 
bilinear forms, which includes many interesting problems such as the multiplication 
problems of matrices and polynomials. Recently, this class has been given considerable 
attention and several interesting results have emerged. However, most of the important 
issues remain unresolved and the general problem seems to be very difficult. In this paper, 
we consider one of the simplest cases of the general problem, namely evaluation of bilinear 
forms with (0, l} constants, and prove that finding the optimal number of multiplications 
or the optimal number of additions is NP-hard. We discuss several related problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the problem of evaluating a set of bilinear forms has been given a con- 
siderable emphasis in arithmetic complexity and one particular problem of this class, 
namely matrix multiplication, has been considered to be “the” problem of arithmetic 
complexity. Many interesting results have been established and more results are emerging 
(see, for example, [2, 3, 9, 161). H owever, most of the important issues remain unresolved 
and the general problem seems to be very difficult. In this paper, we consider one of the 
simplest cases of the general problem, namely, evaluation of bilinear forms with (0, l} 
constants, and prove that finding the optimal number of multiplications is difficult in 
a precise sense; I.e., it is NP-hard [lo, 11. Note that it is not known whether the general 
problem with integer constants is decidable or not [12]. 
We now define this class of problems precisely. Let R be a commutative ring and let 
K C R such that 0, 1 E K. Suppose x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,)r and y = (yr , yz ,..., y,)r are 
two column vectors of indeterminates; we have to compute m bilinear forms: 
Bi = f f CtijkXjyk = xTGiy, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
j=l k=l 
where Gi is a p x q matrix with elements in K. The model of computation used for 
this class of problems is that of bilinear programs, where each program consists of a 
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sequence of instructions of the formf, +- ai 0 bi , 1 < i < Y, where 0 stands for + or x 
and each fi is a new variable; ai , bi are either previously computed fj’s (j < i), or 
constants from K or indeterminates. Moreover, each multiplication step is either a 
scalar multiplication, i.e., ai or b, E K, or a multiplication of a linear form in x by a linear 
form in y over K (non.~uZur multiplication). This program computes the set {Bi}Ei if, 
for each i, there existsji such that Bi = fj. . The multiplicative complexity of computing 
{Bi}& is the number of nonscalar multiplications required by any bilinear program 
which computes this set. 
It is apparent from the above that, if 6 is the optimal number of multiplications needed 
to evaluate the bilinear forms Bi , 1 < i < nz, then 6 is the smallest number such that 
where aik E K, rk(X) iS a linear form in x, say ?-k(X) = (bk , X)’ and r;(y) iS a linear form 
in y, say d(y) = cck , Y>. Th us, the above expressions can be rewritten as 
Bi = XTGiY = i aik(bk 9 X)<Ck 9 Y> 
k=l 
Therefore we conclude that, over K, we have 
Gi = i UikbkCkT, 1 <i<m. 
k=l 
Since a matrix is of rank one if, and only if, it can be written as the outer product of 
two vectors, we see that the optimal number 6 is equal to the smallest number of rank 
one matrices over K necessary to include the Gi’s in their span. On the other hand, 
(*) also implies that 
Gi = BA,C, 1 <<<mm, 
B = [b, , b, ,..., 4, 
1 The notation <x, y) represents the inner product of x and y. 
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and ai1 
ai 
Ai = L .*I .,’ 1 <i<m. ai8 
Another way of stating the above result is that 8 is the smallest integer such that each G, 
can be expressed as Gi = BAJ, where B, Ai and C are, respectively, p x 6, 8 x 6, 
and 6 x 4 matrices over K. Before closing this section, we give an example. Consider the 
2 x 2 matrix multiplication problem 
The resulting problem consists of computing four bilinear forms zij , 1 < i, j < 2, 
in the x’s and the y’s. One algorithm to compute the Q’S is the following. First, compute 
the products: 
ml = b12 - G)(Y~~ + YEA, 
m2 = (xl1 + 4bh + Yd 
m3 = (xl1 - 4(Yll + Y12), 
m4 = (xl1 + xl21 y22 , 
m5 = ~~~~~~~ - Yz2h 
m6 = -G(Y~~ - Yllh 
m7 = (xzl + ~1 Yll . 
The zii’s are given by the following formulas: 
x 11 = m1 + llz2 - m4 + m6 , 
xl2 = m4 + m, , 
x 21 = me f m7 , 
x22 = m2 - m3 + m5 - m7 . 
Note that the number of multiplications used by the above algorithm is seven compared 
to eight multiplications required by the ordinary algorithm. Moreover, the constant set K 
consists of (0, 1, -l} C 2. The above algorithm was discovered by Strassen in 1969 [14] 
and has since then stimulated research in this area. 
Another way of stating the above algorithm is to express each Gi as Gi = CA,B, 
1 < i ,< 4, where C, Ai , and B are given as follows: 
B= 
0111100 
1001000 
0 O-l 0 0 0 1 
-1 100011 I> c= 
0 0 1 1’ 
1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 o-1 
-1 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0, 
571/20/r-6 
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2. THE CASE WITH (0, l} CONSTANTS 
In this paper, we investigate the complexity of the problem of determining the optimal 
number of multiplications required to compute a single bilinear form 
over the set K = (0, I} C Z and we later extend the results to an arbitrary set of bilinear 
forms over (0, l}. The main result states that computing the multiplicative complexity 
of these problems is NP-complete. In this section, we give a graph interpretation together 
with some mathematical characterizations of the multiplicative complexity of a single 
bilinear form. But first, we borrow a couple of definitions from graph theory [8, 1 I]. 
An undirected graph G = (V, E) is an ordered pair consisting of a set V of wertices 
or nodes and a set E of edges, E = {( a, w} 1 ZI, w E V, z, # w}. G is called bipartite if 
the vertices consist of two nonoverlapping sets Vr and V, such that each edge e E E 
has one vertex in V, and the other in V, ; we use the notation G = (VI , V, , E) to 
denote the corresponding bipartite graph. A graph G’ = (V’, E’) is a subgraph of G = 
(V, E) if V’ C V and E’ C E. The complete (or Kuratowski graph) bipartite graph K,,, 
isabipartitegraphG=(V,,V,,E)suchthatIVr;/ =Z]V,j =mand 
Let B = xrRy = XT=, & yijxiyi be a bilinear form such that ‘yii E K = {0, I} C Z. 
We consider bilinear algorithms over K and we are interested in developing a method 
to determine the multiplicative complexity of B. We can associate with B the bipartite 
graph G(B) = (V, , V, , E) defined as follows: V1 == {wi}& and V, = (wj)fzj are two 
sets of distinct nodes corresponding respectively to the indeterminates {xi}L1 and {y,}br ; 
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an edge e = {wi , wi} is in E if and only if yii = 1. For example, the bilinear form B = 
xlyl + xrya + xzyl + xaya + xaya + xayS can be represented by the bipartite graph 
of Fig. 2.1. Note that the optimal algorithm for computing B can be described by the 
identity B = (x1 + xa)(yl + yz) + x3(yz + ya). The multiplication (x1 + x2)(yI + yz) 
corresponds to the complete subgraph I&,, defined on the vertices {or , wa} and {q , w,}; 
the other multiplication corresponds to KI,a defined on {oa} and {w2 , wa}. We call this 
a decomposition of G into the subgraphs K,,, and K,,, of length 2. 
FIGURE 2.1 
Let G(B) = (V, W, E) b e a bipartite graph associated with a bilinear form I3 over 
(0, l}. A decomposition of G(B) consists of a set of Kuratowski graphs Gi = (Vi , Wi , Ei), 
1 < i < r, such that UL, Vi = V, & Wi = W, ui=, Ei = E and Ei n Ej = 4 
for i # j; Y is called the length of the decomposition. 
THEOREM 2.1. Given a bilinear form over (0, l> with corresponding graph G(B), the 
multiplicative complexity of B is equal to the minimal length of a decomposition of G(B). 
Proof. The proof follows from the observation that B has a multiplication of the form 
(Xi1 + xi, + ‘** + %,)(Yj, + Yi, + *‘* + Yj,! if, and only if, G(B) has the complete 
bipartite subgraph K1,, whose node set consrsts of 
{Dil , vi2 P***v UiJ and h, , wiz , . . . , wi,). 1  
We now give a different characterization of the complexity based on a “linear indepen- 
dence” concept. 
Given m vectors (wi}L, , whose entries are 0 or 1, we say that these vectors are linearly 
dependent over (0, l} if there exists K, 1 < K < m, such that 
OTivi 9 oI< = 0, 1. 
i=l 
i#k 
The vectors {vi}L1 are called ZinearZy independent if they are not linearly dependent. 
Note that, according to this definition, the vectors 
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are linearly independent in spite of the fact that 
Let R be an n x m matrix with 0, 1 entries. Define the column rank of R as follows: 
suppose (Ci}y=, are the columns of R. If these vectors are linearly independent, then 
column rank (R) = m; otherwise, let cK be the column which is the sum of some other 
columns, then column rank (R) = column rank (i7), where R = (ci , ca ,..., ckel, 
c~+~ ,..., c,). It is important to notice that the column rank of R is not necessarily equal 
to the maximum number of linearly independent columns of R as the following example 
shows: let R be given by 
1 0 1 1 0 
R= 11000 i 1 00011’ 1 1 0 1 1 
The columns 
are linearly independent; however, column rank (R) = 3 since 
column rank (R) = column rank 
Z-Z column rank 
It is clear that the column rank is well defined; i.e., we get the same answer regardless 
of the order of the columns taken out of R. We can similarly define the row rank of R. 
We remakr that the column rank and the row rank of a matrix are in general different. 
The matrix 
ri 0 i i 0’ 
li= I 11000 
00011 
0 1 1 0 1. 
has ~01umn rank (R) = 5 and row rank (R) = 4. 
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The following theorem shows the usefulness of the above definitions. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B = xTRy be an n x m bilinear fmm over (0, 1). The multiplicative 
complexity r of B is <min(row rank(R), column rank (R)). 
Proof. Let {c2}EI be the columns of R. Suppose 
ck = c aici , 
i=l 
b#k 
for some k, 1 < k < m. Note that B = xTRy = cimpl (x, ci) yi ; thus 
B = (x,Ck)Yk+ f <%ci>Yi. 
i=l 
i+k 
Now since 
Ck = f ajcj , 
i=l 
i#k 
we have 
B = 2 (X9 %‘A) Yk + f (3 CC> Yi 
i-l i=l 
i#k i#k 
= i$ cx, d(%Yk + rib 
i#k 
Therefore, we need at most m - 1 multiplications to compute B., Continuing in this 
fashion, it is easy to see that TV < column rank (R) Similarly, p < row rank (R) and thus 
TV < min(column rank(R), row rank (R)). 1 
Unfortunately, we may have ~1 < min(column rank (R), row rank (R)) as the following 
example shows. Let R be given by 
/ 
110011 
110000 \ 
R 001100 = 
001111 ’ L / 101000 101000 
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It is easy to check that row rank (R) = column rank (R) = 5. However, the following 
algorithm requires four multiplications only. 
B = (x1 + XdYl + YJ + (x5 + xtdYl+ Y3) + 6% + %)(Y3 + Y4) 
+ (x1 + XdYs + Ye). 
Finally, we give the following characterization. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B = xTRy be an n x m bilinear form with 0, 1 entries. The multi- 
plicative complexity of B is the smallest r such that R = XY, where X and Y are n x r 
and r x m matrices with 0, 1 entries. 
Proof. Immediate from the fact that the multiplicative complexity is the smallest r 
such that R = XDY, where X, D and Y are respectively n x r, r x r and r x m 
matrices with 0, 1 entries and where D is diagonal. 1 
3. MINIMIZING THE NUMBER OF MULTIPLICATIONS IS NP-COMPLETE 
In this section, we prove that the following problem (which we call the MP problem) 
is NP-complete: Given a p x q matrix with 0, 1 entries and given a positive integer m, 
does there exist two matrices A and B such that R = AB, A and B are respectively 
p x m and m x q matrices with 0, 1 entries ? We reduce the 3-colorability problem 
[13] into an instance of the above problem. 
The 3-colorability problem can be stated as follows: given an undirected graph G = 
(N, E), does there exist three disjoint sets of vertices (S, , Sa , S,) such that uf=, & = N 
and if {vi , vj} E E, then vi and vj are in different sets ? 
Actually, we use a slightly modified version of the 3-colorability problem which we 
call the 3 - m colorability problem and which can be stated as follows: given an un- 
directed connected graph G = (N, E) such that deg v > 4, for all v E N, and / E 1 > 
2 1 N 1 + 1, is G 3-colorable ? 
The following theorem shows that the above problem is also NP-complete. 
THEOREM 3.1. The 3 - m colorability problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is simple to check that the 3 - m colorability problem is in NP. To complete 
the proof, we reduce the 3-colorability problem to an instance of the above problem. 
Let G,, = (N,, , E,,) be any graph; without loss of generality, we can assume that G, 
is connected. Create three distinct copies Gi = (N1, Er) G, = (Na , E,) and Gs= 
(Na , E3) of G, and consider the graph G = (I’, E) such that V = N,, u Nl u N, u N3 
and 
E = E, u E1 u E, u E, u {{vp’, VI;?‘}, {vj”), vj’2’}, {vj”), vp)}, (v;), VP)}, 
{VP), v,!“‘}, {vj2), vj3)) 1 {VP), vf’)} E E). 
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Note that IEl = lOlEo] and 1 VI =41N,,l; since Go is connected, we have that 
I E, 1 > / N, / - 1 and hence I E 1 = 10 j EO I 3 10 1 N, I - 10 = (5/2) I N / - 10 > 
2 I N I + 1, wherever 1 N,, I >/ 5, which we can assume without loss of generality. 
We claim that G, is 3-colorable iff G is 
(1) Suppose G, is 3-colorable and let (S, , (‘) Si’), Si”)) be the corresponding partition 
of nodes of Go . Define Sfj) = {wlj) / v I”) E S!‘)} for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, 3. Consider 
the partition of the nodes of G, (Sia) u &$ u 5j2) u Si3), Si”) u SA’) u Sk”) u Si3), 
Si”) u Sp) u Si2’ u SF)). Clearly, this defines a 3-coloration of G. 
(2) Suppose now that G is 3-colorable with induced partition (S, , S, , S,). Let 
SiO) = {$‘r [ wi”) E &) for i = 1, 2, 3. It is easy to see that (Si’), Si’), &a)) defines 
a 3-coloration for Go . 1 
We need one lemma before establishing the main theorem of this section. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given a graph G = (N, E), deg v >, 4, v E N, the elimination of k edges 
leaves at most k/2 nodes of degree zero. 
Proof. Let S be the set of nodes whose degrees becomes zero after the elimination 
of the k edges. Suppose k, of the edges eliminated were adjacent to two nodes in S and 
k, of the edges eliminated were adjacent to only one node in S. Clearly k >, k, + k, . 
Since each node in Shad degree at least four then 2k, + k, > 4 1 S /. Hence, 4 I S 1 < 2k 
or j S j < k/2. 1 
THEOREM 3.3. The MP problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that MP is in NP. We now show how to reduce 
the 3 - m colorability problem to MP in polynomial time. 
Let G = (N, E) be an undirected graph in which each vertex is of degree greater than 
or equal to 4 and 1 E 1 > 2 I N I + 1. Let N = {ol , w2 ,..,, v,} and E = {e, , e2 ,..., e,}, 
where 71 = I N 1 and r = 1 E j. From G, we construct the following instance of the MP 
problem. Take p = 6n + 3r + 1, q = 6r + n and m = 3r + 6n; clearly, q > m. 
The set of constants {yij} defining R is constructed as follows: 
(al) for each vertex et8 E N and all edges ej E E incident upon uui , set 
Yii = Yn+i.r+j = Y &n+i,2r+i = Y3n+3r+i,3r+n+j 
= Y3rf4n+i,4r+n+5 = Y3rMvn+i,5r+n+5 = I. 
(a2) for each i, 1 < i < n, set 
Yi.Sr+i = Yn+i,sr+i = Y2n+i,3r+i = 1. 
(a3) for each j, 1 < j < 3r, set 
Y3n+j,5 = Y3n+5,3r+n+i = l* 
(a4) forj,l <j<6r+n,set 
Y3r+6n+l.i = l* 
(a5) set all other yii to zero. 
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Figure 3.1 shows the matrix R = (rii). G0 is the incidence matrix of the graph G, 
i.e., it is an 7t x r matrix such that the entry (i, j) is equal to 1 if and only if zli is incident 
upon e, . Ik represents the identity matrix of size k. Row x consists of a sequence of 
consecutive 1’s. 
1 
x 
FIGURE 3.1 
We will prove that G is 3-colorable if, and only if, R can be expressed as R = AB, 
where A and B arep x m and m x q matrices with 0, 1 entries (recall that m = 3r + 6~2). 
(1) Suppose that G is 3-colorable and let {S, , S, , S,} be the corresponding 
partition of the nodes of G. Let A and B be the following matrices shown in Fig. 3.2. 
Row y of A is constructed as follows: 
n n n Y Y Y n n n 
where 
(bl) for all vi E Sk , y[(k - 1)n + i] = y[3r + (k - 1)n + i] = 1, 
(b2) for all edges ei incident upon a vertex in S, and a vertex in S, , set 
y[3n ‘i-j] = 1, 
(b3) for all edges ej incident upon a vertex in S, and a vertex in S, , set 
y[3n + y i-j1 = 1, 
(b4) for all edges ej incident upon a vertex in S, and a vertex in S, , set 
y[3n + 2r +j-Jl = 1. 
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B 
FIGURE 3.2 
To prove that R = AB, it is clear that we only have to verify that yB = x, whose proof 
is given by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let y and B be as dejned in Fig. 3.2 and let x be a row vector consisting of 
1’s. Then we have yB = x. 
Proof of Lemma 1. The equation yB = x is equivalent to 
~y,bit = 1, 
We distinguish several cases. 
for all j = 1, 2 ,..., 6r + n. (*) 
57I/ZO/I-7 
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Casel. 1 <j<r. 
Let e, = {ui , ok}. It is easy to see from the construction of B that 
and bij = 0 otherwise. 
Either one of vi or vk belongs to S, or vi E S, and vk E S, (say). In the first case, precisely 
one of y[i] or y[k] is equal to 1 and y[3n + j] = 0; in the second case, y[L +I] = 1 
and y[i] = y[k] = 0. In either case, (*) is satisfied. 
Case2. r+l <j<33ror3r+n+I <j<6r+n. 
The proof is similar to that of Case 1. 
Case3. 3r+l <j,(3r+n. 
The only nonzero elements in row j of matrix B are bj,3,.+i , bn+j,lr+j , and b21a+i,3r+j . 
If vi E Sk , then y[(k - l)n + j] = 1 and y[(k’ - 1)n + j] # 1 for all K’ # k. Thus 
C’f”=, y&j, = 1. i 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (continued). The above lemma completes the proof that, if G 
is 3-colorable, then R = AB, where A and B are p x (3r + 6n) and (3r + 6n) x q 
matrices with 0, 1 entries. 
(2) Suppose that R = AB with m = 3r + 6n. We will prove that G is 3-colorable. 
The main proof is contained in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be as given in Fig. 3.1 and let A and B be any two p x m and m x q 
matrices of O’s and I’s such that R = AB. Then A and B must be of the formgiven inFig. 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We actually prove that if R = AB, where R is the same as R 
without the last row (i.e., row X) and A and B are (p - 1) x m and m x q matrices, 
then A = I, and B = i?. The proof is based upon the characterization given in Theorem 
2.1. 
The bipartite graph G(a) corresponding to i? is given in Fig. 3.3, where there are two 
types of edges: 
(a) edges which represent the incidence matrix and which exist among the following 
sets of nodes: 
Note that, for example, an edge between xi and yj , 1 < i < n, 1 < j < r, exists if and 
only if the node vi of G is incident upon ej . 
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x 1 
XIL 
x,+1 
X3n 
.%I+1 
XWZ 
x3nt1 
-%n+r 
%nt*t1 
X3nt?r 
%n-wt1 
Yl 
Yr 
Yrt1 
Y2P 
Y?l+l 
Y31. 
Yart1 
Ysr+n 
Ysrtnt1 
Yartn 
Yar+nt1 
Yartn 
Yartnt1 
Ysrtn 
%i 0 
FIGURE 3.3 
(b) edges which represent I, or I,. and which exist among the following set of nodes: 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
and 
Note that G(a) has only two types of complete subgraphs K,,, and KT,l 2 where r, 
I > 1. The statement of the lemma can be reformulated as follows: G(R) has only one 
* Note that K,,,,,, is the complete graph based on m nodes among the xi’s and tl nodes among 
the y,‘s. 
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decomposition of length 3r + 6n and this decomposition is obtained by taking each xi 
and constructing the complete subgraph consisting of all edges incident upon xi . The 
main idea of the proof is to show that any decomposition of G(R) which contains complete 
subgraphs of the type K,,, , Y > 1, has length greater than 3r + 6n. We now prove this 
fact. 
Consider any decomposition D of G(R) of length 3r + 6n and suppose it contains OL 
complete subgraphs of the type KrS1 , r > 1. Each such Kr,, has one vertex among the 
9 
39 s, say yj,. . Therefore 01 can be expressed as (Y = 01~ + aa + a, + LY* + 0~~ + 0~~ + OL, 
where cq is the number of K,,, subgraphs with jr belonging to the ith set of nodes which 
form the yj’s. 
We now remove the edges corresponding to the above KT,l subgraphs and try to deter- 
mine the number of the xi’s nodes whose degrees are nonzero. Removing the first 0~~ + 
cya + c+ subgraphs destroys no Xi’s* If we next remove the 0~~ subgraphs, then, at most, 
min(d2, a4) + min(c4, o~q) + min(or,/2, (Y*) of the xi’s will disappear completely 
(Lemma 3.2). Deleting the next 01s subgraphs can cause at most min(ol, , L~I) + (~42) xi 
nodes to disappear. Similarly, taking out the remaining subgraphs can result in the removal 
of at most min(or, , as) + or,/2 + min(or, , 01~) + 42 xt nodes. 
It follows that the maximum number of xi nodes which could disappear is given by 
LL=min(~,~ip)+rnin(~,~~~)+rnin(~,a,) 
+ min(a, ,4 + + + min(or, , aa) + 7 + min(a, ,o~s) + T. 
Three cases arise: 
(i) LYE 3 1. Using the fact that min(k, , k,) < (R, + A,)/2 and min(k, , A,) < R, 
or k2 , we obtain 
But since all the remaining subgraphs of 9 are of type K,,, , then 9 must have at least 
6n + 3r - (a - 01~) such complete subgraphs. Therefore, the length of 9 is at least 
a + (672 + 3r - (a - 01~)) = 6n + 3r + a4 > 6n + 3r, 
which contradicts the assumption that the length of .9 is 6n + 3r. 
(ii) or,=Oandor,+or,+or,>l.Inthiscase, 
P = min(a, ,4 + T+ min(as , a2) + F + min(c+ , (Ye) + T . 
Thus 
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It is easy to check that TV < a1 + 0~~ + 0~s + 0~~ + (us + a, - 1 and the proof carries 
as before. 
(iii) 0~~ = 0 and LX~ + (~a + % = 0. It is clear that p < (0~~ + olg + a,)/2 and the 
proof is similar to proofs in the previous cases. 
Therefore any decomposition of G(i7) which contains subgraphs of the type K,,, , 
> 1, has to be of length greater than 612 + 3~. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (continued). We now know that for any A and B such that 
R = AB, both A and B must be of the form given in Fig. 3.2. Note that rowy of A has 
not been specified. Define the following three sets of nodes in G: 
4 = h I Yb-l = 11, 
4 = h I An +A = 11, 
D, = (wj I y[2n + j] = l}. 
These sets are pairwise disjoint because if vK E D, n D, , say, then multiplying y by 
the (3~ + k)th column of B produces a sum of 2 which is not correct. Moreover, these 
sets exhaust all the nodes of G by the fact that 
AI 
I, 
-1 
4 
0 
YO = 
0 
eel 
0 
0 
A 
[l 1 ... l] . 
We now prove that no edge has its two nodes in one set Di . Suppose ej = {vi , q} is 
such that wi and w1 are in D, . Multiplying y by the ((K - 1)~ + .j)th column of B results 
in a number greater than one since y[(k - I)n + i] = y[(h - 1)n + Z] = 1. It follows 
that the above partition of vertices defines a 3-coloration for G and the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 1 
We have the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY. Given a set of bilinearforms {B,}E”=, over (0, 1) andgiven a positive integer 6, 
the problem of determining whether OY not these bilinear forms can be computed with 6 multi- 
plications is NP-complete. 
All of the above results rely heavily on the fact that the constant set is (0, I} C 2. 
A much more interesting case is when the constant set consists of (0, 1, - l} as in most 
of the published algorithms. Finding the corresponding complexity seems to be harder 
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in this case; however, we could not extend the above proofs to cover this case. It is worth 
mentioning that, for a given single bilinear form B = & ‘yijxiy, , yij = 0, 1, the 
introduction of subtraction can reduce the number of multiplications as the following 
example shows. 
Let B = xTRy, where R is the following 8 x 8 matrix: 
i 
00011000 
00011000 
00000111 
R= 11010,000 
I 
00101000 
10000100 
01000010 
00100001 
It is simple to check that seven multiplications are necessary and sufficient to compute 
B over (0, l}. However, the following algorithm over (0, 1, -11 uses only six multi- 
plications. 
B = (XI + xz + X&Y, + yz + ~4) + (xs + G)(Y~ + ra) 
+ (x1 + x2 + XdY3 + Y5) + (x3 + XdY2 + Y,) + 6% + XdY2 + Ye) 
- (x1 + x2 + %)(Yl +Y2 +Yd 
4. COMPLEXITY OF RELATED PROBLEMS 
As we have seen in Section 2, the multiplicative complexity of a single bilinear form B 
over (0, I} is related to the length of a decomposition of the associated bipartite graph 
G(B). In view of Theorem 3.3, we have the following immediate result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given a bipartite graph G and a positive integer k, the problem of 
determining whether G has a decomposition of length k is NP-complete. 
We can use the graph formulation of the problem to prove that even the following 
problem is NP-complete: Given a bilinear form B over (0, I} and given a positive integer 1 
does there exist a bilinear algorithm to compute B with one multiplication of the form 
(Xi 1 + xi2 + ..’ + Xi,)(Yj, + yj2 i- ..’ + Vf,) ? 
THEOREM 4.2. Given an n x n bilinear form B over (0, l} and an integer 1, the problem 
of determining whether there exists an algorithm with one multiplication of the form (xi, + 
xi, + ... + xi )(yi + -Vj + ... + yj,) is NP-complete. 1 1 2 
Proof. This can be obtained from a simple reduction from the clique problem 
(see also [7]). 1 
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The above results are all related to the number of multiplications required to compute 
a bilinear form. We now focus on the number of additions. We note that the following 
problem is known to be NP-complete [4, 71. 
PROBLEM. Given a set of expressions with one commutative and associative operator 
+ and given an integer 1. Is it possible to compute this set of expressions with I additions ? 
Using the above fact, it is easy to see that the following is true. 
LEMMA 4.3. Given a bilinear form B over (0, 1) and given an integer 1, the problem of 
determining whether B can be computed with 1 additions is NP-complete even if we jix the 
number of multiplications. 
Another context in which these results are relevant is that of evaluation of arithmetic 
expressions [5]. Given an arithmetic expression A, it is ordinary to represent A by a 
directed acyclic graph (dag) which identifies the common subexpressions. For example, 
the expression (d + f) * (a + b) + (a + b) *c can be represented by the dag of 
Fig. 4.1. Note that an interior node represents an operator and a leaf represents a variable 
FIGURE 4.1 
name. The order of the children is important; the left child represents the first operand 
and the right child represents the second operand. Assuming that the standard arithmetic 
laws hold (associativity, commutativity, and distributivity of multiplication with respect 
to addition), an interesting problem in code optimization is to find, for a given dag, an 
equivalent dag which has the fewest number of interior nodes. A bilinear expression 
can be viewed as represented by a special type of dags, namely leaf dags; a leaf dag is a dag 
such that all the shared nodes (a shared node is a node with more than one parent) are 
leaves. For example, the bilinear expression x1 * y1 + (x1 ;k ys + x2 * y.J can be repre- 
sented by the leaf dag of Fig. 4.2. The above results show that evaluating arithmetic 
expressions is hard even for leaf dags. 
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FIGURE 4.2 
THEOREM 4.4. Given a leaf dag which corresponds to a bilinear arithmetic expression, 
the following two problems are NP-hard: 
(1) minimizing the number of nodes corresponding to 0. 
(2) minimizing the number of @ nodes with the number of @ nodes jxed. 
5. EXTENSION TO COMMUTATIVE ALGORITHMS 
The bilinear algorithms we have been considering are noncommutative in the sense 
that the indeterminates do not commute, i.e., xiyj # yjxi . However, it is clear that the 
multiplicative complexity of a single bilinear form is the same whether or not the in- 
determinates commute. However, we feel that the commutative case is harder and we 
will justify this fact by displaying a class of bilinear forms whose complexity is easy to 
obtain in the noncommutative case but which is NP-complete in the commutative case. 
Let (x~}~=, be a set of indeterminates and let g be one indeterminate different from all 
Xi’s* We are interested in investigating the complexity of computing a set of arithmetic 
expressions of the form 
Bi = gxi,xin > 1 < i < m, iI # i, , 
where {xi, , xi,> # &, , xj,> for i # i. If we do not allow commutativity, there is a simple 
efficient algorithm which computes (B*}& optimally. However, if we allow commuta- 
tivity, the following theorem shows that the above problem is NP-complete. 
THEOREM 5.1. Given a set of expressions {B&E1 of the above form and given an integer 1, 
the problem of determining whether this set can be computed with 1 multiplications in the 
commutative case is NP-complete. 
Proof. This problem can be viewed as the multiplicative dual of the one stated 
before Lemma 4.3 and precisely the same proof carries in this case. 1 
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6. CONCLUSION 
An important classof arithmetic problems has been identified as a member of the family 
of AU-‘-complete problems. As we mentioned earlier, the restriction to the constants 
(0, l} is crucial to the proofs, and no cancellation whatsoever was allowed. It is our belief 
that the problem remains AT-complete even if we allow negation, but a more algebraic 
approach is needed in this case. Our restriction here conforms with that of the monotone 
models, and our results can be directly translated in the terminology of monotone models. 
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